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1NEVER SAW A MOUNTAIN or a plain until I was twelve,
almost thirteen. The world was poplar and birch-covered; muskeg hollows and
stony hills; great hay sloughs with the spruce on their far shores shimmering in
summer heat, and swamps with wild patterns burned three and four, sometimes
five feet into their moss by some fire decades before, filled with water in spring
but dry in summer and sometimes smoking faintly still in the morning light where,
if you slid from your horse and pushed your hand into the moss, you could feel the
strange heat of it lurking.

In such a world, a city of houses with brick chimneys, telephones, was less real
than Grimms' folk tales, or Greek myths. I was born in what would become, when
my father and older brothers chopped down enough trees for the house, our
chicken barn; and did not speak English until I went to school, though I can't
remember learning it. Perhaps I never have ( as one former professor insists when
he reads my novels) ; certainly it wasn't until years later I discovered that the
three miles my sister and I had meandered to school, sniffing and poking at pussy-
willows and ant hills, lay somewhere in the territory Big Bear and Wandering
Spirit had roamed with their warriors always just ahead of General Strange in
May and June, 1885. As a child, however, I was for years the official flag raiser
(Union Jack) in our one-room school and during the war I remember wondering
what it would be like if one day, just as I turned the corner of the pasture with
the cows, a huge car would wheel into our yard, Joseph Stalin emerge and from
under his moustache tell my father he could have his farm back in Russia, if he
wanted it. Then I would stand still on the cow path trodden into the thin bush
soil and listen, listen for our cowbells; hear a dog bark some miles away, and a
boy call ; and wonder what an immense world of people — I could not quite
imagine how many — was now doing chores and if it wasn't for the trees and the
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curvature of the earth (as the teacher said) I could easily see Mount Everest

somewhere a little south of east. Or west?

My first sight of the prairie itself I do not remember. We were moving south,

leaving the rocks and bush of northern Saskatchewan for ever, my parents said,

and I was hanging my head out of the rear window of the hired car, vomiting. I

had a weak stomach from having been stepped on by a horse, which sounds funny

though I cannot remember it ever being so. Consequently, our first day in south

Alberta the driver had me wash his car and so I cannot remember my first glimpse

of the Rocky Mountains either. It was long after that that anyone explained to

me the only mountain we could see plainly from there was in the United States.

But sometimes a fall morning mirage will lift the line of Rockies over the level

plain and there they will be, streaked black in crevices under their new snow with

wheat stubble for base and the sky over you ; you can bend back forever and not

see its edge. Both on foot and from the air I have since seen some plains, some

mountains on several continents; jungles; the Danube, the Mississippi, even the

Amazon. But it was north of Old Man River one summer Sunday when I was

driving my father (he had stopped trying to farm and he never learned to drive

a car) to his week's work pouring concrete in a new irrigation town, that we got

lost in broad daylight on the prairie. Somewhere we had missed something and

the tracks we were following at last faded and were gone like grass. My father

said in Low German, "Boy, now you turn around."

I got out. The grass crunched dry as crumbs and in every direction the earth

so flat another two steps would place me at the horizon, looking into the abyss of

the universe. There is too much here, the line of sky and grass rolls in upon you

and silences you thin, too impossibly thin to remain in any part recognizably

ι yourself. The space must be broken somehow or it uses you up, and my father

muttered in the car, "If you go so far and get lost at least there's room to go back.

- Now turn around." A few moments thereafter we came upon a rail line stretched

in a wrinkle of the land — the prairie in Alberta is not at all flat, it only looks like

that at any given point — white crosses beside rails that disappeared straight as

far in either direction as could be seen. We had not crossed a railroad before but

the tracks could no more be avoided here than anything else and some connecting

road to the new town must be eventually somewhere beyond.

In that wandering to find it is rooted, I believe, the feeling I articulated much

later; the feeling that to touch this land with words requires an architectural

structure; to break into the space of the reader's mind with the space of this

western landscape and the people in it you must build a structure of fiction like
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an engineer builds a bridge or a skyscraper over and into space. A poem, a lyric,
will not do. You must lay great black steel lines of fiction, break up that space
with huge design and, like the fiction of the Russian steppes, build giant artifact.
No song can do that; it must be giant fiction.

The way a man feels with and lives with that living earth with which he is
always labouring to live. Farmer or writer.
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